Delts Down Phi Cams in Thrilling Last Minute to Gain IM Crown

World Communication Wires Buzzing As Burton "Pay" Phones Cough Up Change

Phone cables around the world were buzzing over the weekend with calls emanating from Burton House. Two pay telephones in the lobby of Burton were booked around noon Saturday and were splitting back dinner, black as the night, when the operators announced to everyone that the phones would be deposited by Burton management.

News was slow in spreading through the dorm until Sunday, when the two helpless telephones were modoled with calls to and from every corner of the country.

Calls were reportedly made to such places as Honolulu, Japan, Hong Kong, England, Paris and to the American Embassy in Moscow. A call to Venezuela was answered when the caller was informed of a two-to-three-hour waiting period.

People throughout the country were receiving unexpected calls. One episcopal student reportedly called California to learn he was the unknown num-

Grades, Study Time, Intelligence Not Correlated In Recent Study

There is, apparently, only a slight relation between the time a student spends in studying and the grades he receives, according to a recent analysis of the use of student time by the Illinois Institute of Technology. A preliminary study had indicated that roughly one-half of the students spent 22 hours or more per week on their studies, that only a few even 18 hours on their studies, and that many students spent 9 hours or less per week on their studies. Average study time was 1.5 hours per week for those students in the lowest grade average. The average study time for those students in the highest grade average was 6.4 hours per week.

Students divided into four nearly equal groups, according to hours of preparation per hour of class. Students with superior, average and below average ability were found in each of these groups. The amount of time students spent on their studies is not necessarily a measure of intelligence.

To test this, the survey group was again divided into three groups of high, average and low ability. The results indicated that, though ability was taken into account, there was still little correlation between grades and study time.

Why No Correlation?

Why is there apparently no correlation between grades and an amount of time spent in study? The answer may lie in one of the following: (1) Students vary widely in their ability to study. (2) Grades may not bear a close relation to the amount learned. (3) Characteristic differences in individuals may be due to the same number of hours spent in study. (4) Ability is not an immeasurable, personality characteristic of the student. (5) Students vary in the amount of time he actually spent in studying.

Before and after photos show how "bird clutters" affects radar picture in recent Lincoln Lab development.

MID Radar To Aid Landing Planes

The MIT radar to aid landing planes is a new concept. It has its basis in the work of the radio department of the MIT Lincoln Laboratory.

The radar to be installed at the MIT airport is a modification of the Lincoln Laboratory system. It will be used to determine the time and distance between the aircraft and the MIT airport, and to determine the speed of the aircraft.

The radar will be installed on the roof of the MIT airport. It will be located 200 feet above the ground. The radar will be able to determine the time and distance between the aircraft and the MIT airport, and to determine the speed of the aircraft.
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Yule was smuggling with the band. She was round. She moved slightly to look at me, leaving two round casters in Yule’s view. “Round?” I thought.

I had to say something. I had to let her in on that women scared me. They always made me buy round things in return. And then the round verity.

“My, what round eyelashes you have!” I commented, not looking at her eyelashes.

She answered, “Yes, I know. Just like my favorite round.

I shot her dead. I could not stand to hear her say what she was going to say. I would have to buy her a ring of round eyes. I wasn’t about to let her beat me around another . . . Then it would be gone, and I couldn’t have her anymore.

“Women are all alike,” I said to Yule.

“Yeah,” she mused, damming the round barrel in a ball on the floor. “Have a round Schafter.”

The bartender had long since vanished.

“Do you know why they call it round?” I asked him.

“It is because they make it of milk and hops, and the hops are shaped spherically,” he quoted.

“You squeaked!” I shrieked. I pushed his bald head into the mug of golden tan Schafter beer.

The liquor, the bubbles, were delightful. It was like fitting the proverbial square peg into the round hole. I pushed hard. His occipital lobes gave, and he passed into the Forever, blowing bubbles in the golden Schafter. The bubbles were round.

“Let’s go, Yule!” I said. We went. We took the log of Schafter with us.

—Emmanuel P. Popikolos '61

Flask and flagon

My vehicle had round wheels. After I locked the basket in a speeding hall before the terrors, we no longer rounded. I made a note: “Order new round tires!” in my note book. It was round and smooth and golden tan just like my favorite round.

I made a note: “Order new round tires!” in my note book. It was round and smooth and golden tan just like my favorite round.

“‘Order new round tires!’” I thought.

“Round!” I thought.

“Round!” I thought.

The rounds of my glass were filling. What a buddy! I worshipped him for the resemblance.

Two bike wheels, the road revolving door. I missed the first round and had to come around again. My head was spinning ‘round and ‘round as I surveyed the world of my dreams. There was Yule Loggen, my buddy, with a mug of Schafter beer. What beer! What beer! Buddy! Yule was round. Real round. His shiny bald dome was round and smooth and golden tan just like my favorite round.

“Buddy,” I thought.

“Bud!” I thought.

“Buddy!” I thought.

A buddy had to have a mug of round Schafter beer!”

“I’m coming ‘round for it right now!” I rejoined as I rounded the corner of the bar.

—Ed.
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Headquarters for REMINGTON'S
SHARE OF AMERICA CONTEST
has the shavers to help you win
your share of $160,000
Just circle in 25 words why
these shavers make ideal gifts.
If you buy a Remington during contest at
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come in and get your free entry blank today!

EXCITEMENT ON A
SOPHISTICATED PLANE!
by the bold hands that shaped "And God Created Woman"
BY FRANCIS F. ARMS.
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Ramo-Wooldridge
INVITES
ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATES
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
to discuss with members of our technical staff professional research
and development opportunities in the following general fields:

MISSILE ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION, MEASUREMENT AND TEST EQUIPMENT
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arranged through the Student Placement Center,
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P. O. Box 90534, Airport Station
Los Angeles 45, California
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TIED OF "QUICK AND DIRTY" HAIRCUTS?
DIANA'S BARBER SHOP
332 MASS., AVE., CAMBRIDGE
TRY US FOR A CHANGE!

after every shave
Splash on Old Spice After Shave Lotion. Feel your
face wake up and live! So good for your skin . . .
so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze,
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident.
Aroused. Relaxed. You know you're at your best
when you top off your shave with Old Spice! $1.00

THE BIGGEST THING
IN WASH 'N WEAR
JAYSON CAREEEZE®
Shirts of Everglaze Broadcloth and OXFORD
Tick off these advantages:

• ONLY CAREEZE GIVES YOU a wash 'n wear fabric guaranteed
  by Good Housekeeping, American Institute of Laundering
  and The Everglaze Quality Test

• ONLY CAREEZE GIVES YOU best proven wash 'n wear performance

• And ONLY JAYSON CAREEZE GIVES YOU a complete wash 'n wear line...
WHITE, BLUE, TAN AND GRAY BROADCLOTH
4 of the most popular collar models
WHITE, OXFORD button-down collar

$3.95

The Tech
An announcement of special interest to fall graduates in Engineering and Science

B.S. • M.S. • Ph.D.

Lockheed Missile Systems Division has created a number of special, new openings with unusual opportunities for fall graduates in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, aeronautical engineering, mathematics or physics.

The Division is engaged in a broad program of basic research in all areas of scientific activity in missile and space technology, including advanced systems research; nucleonics; physics; chemistry; mathematics; design; test; electronics; flight sciences; and manufacturing. Some of the important studies under investigation are: man in space; noise suppression; materials and processes; boundary layer control; electromagnetic wave magnetothermodynamics; oceanography; computing machine memories; human engineering; communications; ionic and plasma propulsion; space physics; nuclear propulsion; manufacturing. Some of the important studies under investigation are: man in space; noise suppression; materials and processes; boundary layer control; electromagnetic wave magnetothermodynamics; oceanography; computing machine memories; human engineering; communications; ionic and plasma propulsion; space physics; nuclear propulsion; manufacturing.

The Division was honored at the first National Missile Industry Conference as "the organization that contributed most in the past year to the development of the art of missiles and astronautics."

LOCATION

Headquarters for the Division are at Sunnyvale on the San Francisco Peninsula and new modern Research and Development facilities are located in the Stanford Industrial Park in nearby Palo Alto. A four thousand acre company-owned static test base is located in the San Lomond mountains thirty miles from Sunnyvale. Other Division locations are at Van Nuys and Santa Maria, California; Cape Canaveral, Florida and Alamogordo, New Mexico. Together, they occupy more than two million square feet of laboratory, engineering, manufacturing and office space and provide the latest in scientific and technical equipment.

ASSIGNMENTS

Upon joining the Division, you are assigned to your special areas of interest and work directly under distinguished leaders in your field. The company encourages and sponsors individual communication with other scientists, the publication of papers and articles, and participation in symposiums and conventions. Every opportunity is given members of the technical staff to participate in the initiation of advanced technological developments.

GRADUATE STUDY PROGRAM

Of special interest to those who wish to continue their advanced education, is the Division's Graduate Study Program. Under it, selected students with qualified academic records may obtain advanced degrees at the University of California at Berkeley or Stanford University, while employed in their chosen fields at Lockheed. All costs of tuition, admission, thesis and textbooks are borne by the company.

IMPORTANT

The number of these special openings is limited. If you are interested, please wire collect directly to Mr. R. C. Beverstock, College Relations Administrator, 962 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, California, giving your major, and degree level.

Lockheed MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION

SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA • CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA • ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO
Maynard's Passing Wins for Sky Gazers

The Sky Gazers overpowered Student House 12-0 to earn the title of Division B Intramural Football Champions in a hard-fought game at Briggs Field Saturday afternoon. In order to clear up the cloud of confusion as to the real nature of the Sky Gazers, it might be well to explain that they are a group of U. S. Air Force 2nd Lieutenants doing graduate work in meteorology here at the Institute under a special program.

Quarterback Charles Maynard's first pass and halfback proved to be the deciding factor in the victory for the Sky Gazers. Spurred by his brilliant aerials in the second quarter the Gazers moved from their own 38 yard line to pay dirt in only three plays, the touchdown coming on a 25 yard pass from Maynard to Danny Copeland. After returning the kickoff 25 yards, Student House attempted a pass which the Sky Gazers intercepted. Student House then nabbed a Sky Gazer pass only to lose the pigskin once again via the interception route. Thus the first half ended with three consecutive aerial thefts in a wild display of flying footballs.

After a scoreless third period in which neither team made any scoring threat, the Sky Gazers capitalized on an intercepted pass early in the final quarter and tallied their second marker—on a short pass from Maynard to Copeland. Undaunted, Student House marched all the way to the Sky Gazer 4 yard line, but time ran out as the Sky Gazers took top, 12-0.

![Image of a football game][1]

The entire game was a striking display of the offensive power with which the Gazers had earned their place as the league II victors, was cancelled by the Delt defense as it was halted early in De!t territory.

Injuries

Early in the second quarter the Fijis lost one of their best players. Jeff Kneen, quarterback, left the game with an arm injury. It was later learned that his arm was broken as he made a hard tag. A few plays later the rugged play showed through Ed Pollard '60 was knocked out of the game as neither team succeeded in gaining virtual yardage on long aerial attempts by both clubs. However, fast moving Dan Michaels became a threat over the matchless taste of the brand of cigarettes (with translations) burn (with envy) over the matchless taste of the brand of cigarettes burn (with envy)

The halftime gun left the score 0-0. It is safe to say, all of the scoring came in a last minute drive as both teams were virtually divide the total number of the scoring came in a last minute drive as both teams were virtually divide the total number of polling points for third quarter in which neither team made any serious threats. Sky Gazers capitalized on an intercepted pass early in the final quarter and tallied their second marker—on a short pass from Maynard to Copeland. Undaunted, Student House marched all the way to the Sky Gazer 4 yard line, but time ran out as the Sky Gazers took top, 12-0.
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FLY UNITED AIRLINES

Get a head start on your vacation!

FLY UNITED AIR LINES

Going home for the holidays? Maybe planning a trip somewhere? You’ll have extra days for extra fun if you travel via United. Changes are you’ll save money, too. United Air Line’s Manilus and fares are low. Your choice of fast, convenient schedules to 80 major cities coast to coast and Hawaii. See your Travel Agent or call your nearest United Air Line office today.

Dear In and year out, Camel

Many young men like Stu Bliek are finding interesting and rewarding careers in the Bell Telephone Companies. Find out about career opportunities for you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. And read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.